MARKETING
INVENTORY
CHANDIGARH HORSE SHOW 2022

ABOUT CHS
CHS ASPIRES TO STRATEGICALLY ALIGN VARIOUS LEVELS OF EQUESTRIAN
ORGANISATIONS, GROUPS AND CLUBS IN PURSUANCE OF DEVELOPING A HYPER
LOCAL DRIVE TO PROMOTE THE CAUSE NATIONALLY, WITH AN INTENT TO
EVENTUALLY GO GLOBAL.
THE CHANDIGARH HORSE SHOW IS A SET OF DISTINCTIVE EQUESTRIAN EVENTS
AT THEIR FINEST! SHOWCASING OF CARNIVAL AND EQUESTRIAN EVENTS ALONG
WITH A CHANCE FOR OUR FANS TO CELEBRATE ALL THE SIGHTS AND SOUNDS OF
THE 7 DAYS EVENT.
TO KNOW MORE VISIT OUR WEBSITE - HTTP://DIGITALDESIGNCO.IN CLICK TO
READ MORE!!

OUR TEAM
Deepinder Singh Brar and Harjinder Singh Khosa
both grew up riding horses and pursued careers
in the sport. They began their training at the
Punjab Public School in Nabha, Punjab, a wellknown equestrian training facility in the area.
They both continued their training and decided to
help organise a Showjumping event and a Riding
Club in Chandigarh. Along these lines, Dilpreet
Singh Sidhu, a former Management Consultant
and avid horse rider, chose to steer the event in a
corporate direction. Read more - http://
digitaldesignco.in/our-story/

PAST EVENTS

CHANDIGARH HORSE SHOW 2021
For more pictures and videos of CHS 2021 visit our YouTube channel and our website.

CHS INCLUSIONS
The CHS offers a wide range of open equestrian competitions. You will be astounded by the several different horse breeds that are used in climatic
and exciting sports like Tent Pegging and Aren Polo in addition to show jumping.

Art and Culture

Carnival

Discover an exhibition of
traditional Indian motifs that
have been reinterpreted, a riot
of colour, and a platform of art
from many genres. Only at CHS
2022, get ready to explore
India's vast and varied
influences!

Discover an exhibition of
traditional Indian motifs
that
have
been
reinterpreted, a riot of
colour, and a platform of art
from many genres. Only at
CHS 2022, get ready to
explore India's vast and
varied influences!

Concert

Polo

We at the Chandigarh Horse Show
firmly believe that music is the
lifeblood of any joyful occasion.
Come enjoy fantastic
performances by well-known
singers and superb DJs!

A more compact version of polo
that is played indoors on a much
smaller field is known as arena
polo. It was developed with the
intention of expanding access to
polo. CHS presents this unique
sport during our annual event.

Dressage

Trade and Auction

It is referred to as "The ultimate
expression of horse training" for a
reason, and it is a style of horse
riding that is occasionally practised
only for the purpose of mastery. It is
utilised for competition and display.

The yearly trade and auction of a
variety of horse breeds is proudly
hosted by the CHS. Horse fans from all
across the nation will attend our annual
auction of driving, work, saddle,
ponies, and international breeds.

Tent Pegging
India gave birth to the energising and
vigourous sport known as tent pegging.
Here, horseback riding displays a
charging gait as the rider attempts to
yank a tent stake out of the earth with the
point of a lance.

Show Jumping
One discipline, showjumping,
also participates in a number of
combination events. Witness the
horse's endurance, speed, and
flexibility at CHS 2022, as well as
the close bond between the
horse and its rider.

Show Quality Horses
Horses of the highest calibre
are admired for their beauty,
gentleness, and intelligence.
Each breed has a unique set
of traits, which we are here
to highlight thanks to
selective breeding.

360° BRAND
DEVELOPMENT
CHANDIGARH HORSE SHOW 2022

| Social media Pre and Post Event
| Live and recorded telecast of sporting events
| On-site billboards and banners
| On-site Digital Displays
| News and Media Coverage
| Product Display
| Services Demonstrations
| Customised Product launch packages
| VIP Lounge

SPORTS CAR BRAND
AUTOMOBILE

INVENTORY DETAILS
In order to keep the brand in touch with and visible to the customers at all times, 360 degree branding seeks to incorporate the
brand identity into a holistic strategy. It all comes down to developing a unique brand philosophy that is focused on the
customer. It is beneficial to foresee all facets of customer requirements.

On site Billboards and Banners
In order to keep the brand in touch with and
visible to the customers at all times, 360
degree branding seeks to incorporate the
brand identity into a holistic strategy. It all
comes down to developing a unique brand
philosophy that is focused on the customer. It
is beneficial to foresee all facets of customer
requirements. With our targeted sites all
across Chandigarh, you can connect with the
people you want to hear from the most and
establish a presence in the areas where your
customers often live, work, and play. Our
premium billboards are carefully chosen and
placed in strategic locations to maximise
yo u r v i s i b i l i t y w i t h h i g h l y t a rg e t e d
messages.

On site Digital Displays
During our event, we'll use
digital advertising as a
method of marketing using
digital screens to advertise a
company or product to
passersby. Nowadays, there is
a d ve r t i s i n g eve r y w h e re
around you, and digital
advertising allows businesses
the chance to capture
consumers' minds as they
shop for items, commute to
work, or even travel abroad,
utilising striking and
attention-grabbing displays.

There will be designated
areas where kids can
play. This will enable the
parents to take in the
event while their
children are cared for
and engaged in a variety
of enjoyable activities.
Sand play is one of the
activities, which is a
great way to establish
the groundwork for
scientific learning while
also fostering selfconfidence and physical
growth.
Drawing and painting
provide kids the chance
to express themselves,
explore the world in a
sensory sense, and build
pre-writing abilities
while also allowing them
to express themselves.

Service Demonstrations

Live and Recorded telecast of Sporting Events
On radio and other
broadcasting channels, we'll be
providing live coverage of the
whole horse show. A completely
new target audience could be
re a c h e d by t h i s k i n d o f
exposure. There are many
different audience
demographics, which greatly
diversifies the sponsorship
prospects. The live video links
will be shared across the
country on social media. It will
be broadcast live in
C h a n d i g a r h's fo o d re t a i l
establishments.

Social Media Pre and Post Event
Sporting events are increasingly
being streamed on social media.
During live sporting events, both
there and at home, 80% of the
fans use social media. Thus, social
media users post on the sporting
event in real time in addition to
videos of the event being posted
online after it has already
occurred. As a result, brands now
have access to a wider variety of
media outlets for their advertising
as audiences aren't limited to
television. Cellphones, high-speed
data, and stadium attendees
increase brand interaction
because almost 70% of stadium
attendees use smartphones. The
most popular topic of interest
among Twitter, Instagram, and
other social media platform users
is sports itself.

NEWS AND MEDIA COVERAGE
This will include all
information on the
Chandigarh Horse Show,
including sporting events
and other events, and will
be distributed to regional
publications such local
newspapers, magazines,
and journals. Not only
does advertising leave an
i m p r i n t o n p e o p l e's
thoughts; we will also let
them know that these
brands contributed to the
horse show, which will
greatly increase their
visibility.

VIP Lounges
At the Chandigarh Horse
Show in 2022, you may
find the opulent sports
box. In our horse show,
there will be a special
category of seating
called luxury boxes.
Luxury boxes frequently
have indoor seating with
a full-service bar and
other opulent amenities
in addition to seats with a
f i e l d v i e w. P r i v a t e
restrooms, a premium
entertainment package,
catered food service, and
an exclusive menu for
dining are a few
examples.

There will be designated areas
where kids can play. This will
enable the parents to take in
the event while their children
are cared for and engaged in a
variety of enjoyable activities.
Sand play is one of the
activities, which is a great way
to establish the groundwork
for scientific learning while
also fostering self-confidence
and physical growth.
Drawing and painting provide
kids the chance to express
themselves, explore the world
in a sensory sense, and build
pre-writing abilities while also
allowing them to express
themselves.

Service Demonstrations

Product Display Booth
It's a wise move for retailers to
embrace the sporting culture; offering
p ro m o t i o n a l i t e m s a n d v i s u a l
merchandising is a fantastic way to
build up your brand recognition. To
promote more sales through impulse
buying, this might be readily included
into promotional points of sale and
visual merchandising. A sporting
event's occurrence also contributes to
exclusivity in terms of goods and
promotions. Promotions that are
relevant to the event can generate
buzz and have advantages. Supporting
the event and selling goods that make
it easier for customers to participate
builds customer and store loyalty by
letting them know that you're in on the
fun and a retailer they can trust. Along
with being appropriately themed, eyecatching visual merchandising will
p e r s u a d e c u s t o m e r s t o m a ke
purchases.

PACKAGE INCLUSIONS
AUTOMOBILE
1. In arena boundary strip 3X7 ft. each 8 nos. 16X20 billboard at the venue entry point.
2. Vehicle Display in-arena. The horse show will be conducted around the vehicle.
3. Inclusion in all media coverage before and after the event.
4. 15% Space in all news paper advertisements before the event.
5. 10% Space in all event advertisements across social media, in-city bill boards and flyers.
6. Logo Display on broadcast video production. This would be made available to the client for their
own circulation as well (IP sharing rights).
Free exclusive of taxes: INR 16,00,000

Terms:
*All creative collateral and Logo files to be shared attest 15 days prior to the event.
**50% advance payment at the time of slot booking and signing of engagement letter. Final payment to be paid after approval of the
creative collateral and at least 7 working days before the event.

